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https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=FAA-2015-0150-2961
“The five mile notification in order to fly an RC aircraft is burdensome and
unnecessary.”
https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=FAA-2015-0150-1442
“The requirement to notify the operations tower of an airport produces an
unreasonable burden on the modeler and the operations of aircraft control.”
https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=FAA-2015-0150-2816
“ I oppose the requirements for model aircraft within the 5 mile limit of an
airport since this is subject to a wide range of interpretations and imposes an
unnecessary burden on the model aircraft operator and the control tower of
the airport who is tasked with managing full size aircraft traffic.”
https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=FAA-2015-0150-4160
“… [M]any port facilities are indeed within Class B and within 5 miles of an
FBO airport, whether fixed wing or rotorcraft. Yet to notify ATC for each
and every sUAS usage by a qualified operator is cumbersome.”
https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=FAA-2015-0150-3684
“Many airports are unattended and it may be difficult to find someone to
notify.
***
3) How often is notification required?
a) Is this a "before each flight" requirement?
b) Before each day flying?
c) Once a year?
d) Is this required to be in writing?
e) Will the airport be required to provide an acknowledgement?
f) The proposed rule states "prior notice". It should be clear that the
intent is notice, not approval of the airport.
https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=FAA-2015-0150-0153
“According to he rules as stated, within that 5NM radius the ATC authority
need "prior notification" of operations of Model Aircraft. Well living in Los
Angeles as I do, this is just silly.”
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https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=FAA-2015-0150-4691
“the five mile requirement is unnecessary.”
https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=FAA-2015-0150-1345
“…[T]he current proposed rule of notification would only hamper and
complicate airport operations on both ends.”
https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=FAA-2015-0150-4009
“According to the document, a small child flying a paper airplane in his
backyard within 5 miles of an airport would be required to inform the
control tower of the airport. I understand the intent is to prevent collisions
between manned and unmanned aircraft, but the verbiage used in this
document is clearly unreasonably strict. The FAA document clearly states
that in such a case (a paper airplane flown within 5 miles of an airport) the
“pilot” would be “subject to all existing FAA regulations”. More
constructively, 1) Airports are built to serve communities. Therefore, the
number of people affected by this ruling is a large fraction of the population
of the US, as the airports are typically built near cities and towns. For
example, where I live (Southern California), there are dozens of airports and
it is very likely that millions of citizens are within 5 miles of an airport in
Southern California. I understand that the 5 mile figure was in the FAA
Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 (P.L. 112-95, section 336(a)).
However, the act did not require that the FAA regulate unmanned aircraft
that fall outside of the strict definition, such as a child flying a paper airplane
in his backyard within 5 miles of an airport. The FAA is explicitly and
newly claiming it has authority and will indeed regulate such an aircraft as
“subject to all existing FAA regulations”. This is clearly absurd on its face.
Finally, for those pilots that have a legitimate concern about how to inform
the control tower just to err on the side of caution, there is no mechanism in
place for flight approval, and the permission process is ambiguous.”

https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=FAA-2015-0150-4249
“It effectively changes the ccriteria [sic] for operating a model aircraft
within 5 miles of a FAA regulated Airport or Airfield. As a part of the
proposed rule the local clubs who have operated within 4 miles of these
facilities for over 75 years without incident now must notify the airport
Supervisor of their flying these models on a daily basis.”
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December 10, 2015
U.S. Department
of Transportation
Federal Aviation
Administration

Aeronautical
Information
Manual

Official Guide to
Basic Flight Information and ATC Procedures

An electronic version of tbis publication is on the internet at
http://www.faa.gov/atpubs
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12/10/ 15

AIM

ATC will not interpret a casual remark to mean that
a NMAC is being reported. The pilot should state "I
wish to report a near midair collision."
d. Where to File Reports. Pilots and/or flight
crew members involved in NMAC occurrences are
urged to report each incident immediately:

l. By radio or telephone to the nearest FAA ATC
facility or FSS.

involved aircraft was provided ATC service. Both
flight and ATC procedures will be evaluated. When
the investigation reveals a violation of an FAA
regulation, enforcement action will be pursued.
7-6-4. Unidentified Flying Object (UFO)
Reports

a. Persons wanting to report UFO/unexplained
phenomena activity should contact a UFO/unexplained phenomena reporting data collection center.
such as the National UFO Reporting Center, etc.

2. In writing, in lieu of the above, to the nearest
Flight Standards District Office (FSDO).

e. Items to be Reported.

b. If concern is expressed that life or property

I. Date and time (UTC) of incident.

might be endangered, report the activity to the local
law enforcement department.

2. Location of incident and altitude.

3. Identification and type of reporting aircraft,
aircrew destination, name and home base of pilot.

7-6-5. Safety Alerts For Operators (SAFO)
and Information For Operators (InFO)

4. Identification and type of other aircraft,
aircrew destination, name and home base of pilot.

a. SAFOs contain important safety information
that is often time-critical. A SAFO may contain
information and/or recommended (non-regulatory)
action to be taken by the respective operators or
parties identified in the SAFO. The audience for
SAFOs varies with each subject and may include: Air
carrier certificate holders, air operator certificate
holders, general aviation operators, directors of
safety, directors of operations, directors of maintenance, fractional ownership program managers,
training center managers, accountable managers at
repair stations, and other parties as applicable.

5. Type of flight plans; station altimeter setting
used.

6. Detailed weather conditions at altitude or
flight level.
7. Approximate courses of both aircraft:
indicate if one or both aircraft were climbing or
descending.
8. Reported separation in distance at first
sighting, proximity at closest point horizontally and
vertically, and length of time in sight prior to evasive
action.

b. lnFOs are simi lar to SAFOs, but contain
valuable information for operators that should help
them meet administrative requirements or certain
regulatory requirements with relatively low urgency
or impact in safety.

9. Degree of evasive action taken, if any (from
both aircraft, if possible).
10. Injuries, ifany.

c. The SAFO and InFO system provides a means
to rapidly distribute this information to operators and
can be found at:
h!.lu,;!/www.tilll..,£OViot hcr.v isi t/av iat ion _i nd us1rv{
airli nc , operators/airlinc sn1ctv /saf0 and
hlli4Lf..\\ ww. faa ..gm:Lmh~J~=~.::.i s iti a.Y.iil.liillJ~Jd u:>!IYL

f. Investigation. The FSDO in whose area the
incident occurred is responsible for the investigation
and reporting of NMACs.

g. Existing radar, communication, and weather
data will be examined in the conduct of the
investigation. When possible, all cockpit crew
members will be interviewed regarding factors
involving the NMAC incident. Air traffic controllers
will be interviewed in cases where one or more of the

Ri!:liDSl,~Q~~LQis/aiJ:lill':.~,S\!J~\Jy/ i n 1Q

or search keyword FAA SAFO or FAA INFO. Free
electronic subscription is available on the "ALL
SAFOs" or "ALL lnFOs" page of the website.

Safely, Accident, and Hazard Reports

7- 6- 3
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ORDER

JO 7110.65W
Effective Date:
December I0, 2015

SUBJ:

Air Traffic Control

This order prescribes air traffic control procedures and phraseology for use by personnel providing
air traffic control services. Controllers are required to be familiar with the provisions of this order that
pertain to their operational responsibilities and to exercise their best judgment if they encounter
situations not covered by it.

Vice President. Mission Support Services
Air Tratlic Organization

OCT S7 2015
Date:

Initiated By: AJV-0
Vice President, System Operations Services

Distribution: ZAT-710, ZAT-464
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Section 8. Unidentified Flying Object (UFO) Reports
9-8-1. GENERAL

center, such as the National UFO Reporting Center,
etc.

a. Persons wanting to report UFO/unexplained
phenomena activity should contact a UFO/
unexplained phenomena reporting data collection

b. If concern is expressed that life or property
might be endangered, report the activity to the local
law enforcement department.

9-8-1

Unidentified Flying Object (UFO) Reports
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ndxLocOut

1 of 21

http://www.nuforc.org/webreports/ndxevent.html
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National UFO Reporting Center
Report Index by Month
Click on links for details
NUFORC Home
Reports
05/2017
04/2017
03/2017
02/2017
01/2017
12/2016
11/2016
10/2016
09/2016
08/2016
07/2016
06/2016
05/2016
04/2016
03/2016
02/2016
01/2016
12/2015
11/2015
10/2015
09/2015
08/2015
07/2015
06/2015
05/2015
04/2015
03/2015
02/2015
01/2015
12/2014
11/2014
10/2014
09/2014
08/2014
07/2014
06/2014
05/2014
04/2014

Count
92
390
330
405
318
344
486
479
588
545
679
421
377
382
409
432
418
436
902
653
729
626
736
487
464
454
480
343
539
526
549
794
833
928
1103
783
655
669
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